Swedish Hoof School Inc. wants to make a difference.
- A difference in the number of horses that, completely unnecessary, get put
down prematurely because of some hoof related condition like Laminitis,
Coffin bone rotation or Distal descent.
We have the knowledge to save those horses and we would like to share it
with you.
- A difference in the number of horses that suffer pain and hardship because
of people's lack of knowledge about the horse's digestive system.
We have that knowledge too and
we would like to share that also.
We don’t want to offer you just another
great horse related clinic (there are plenty
of those) we want to offer you a life
changing learning experience. We don’t
just want to tell you how things are. We
want to give you logical explanations to
why it is so. We want to show you
pictures and video sequences to back up
everything we say. We don’t want you to
believe what we say just because we say
it. We want you to believe it when you
believe the logical explanation we give
you.
It took me nine years of mistakes and failures to find a way to offer my horses free choice of
hay in a way that worked with the environment we keep domesticated horses in and at the same
time forced the horses to eat in the way they are made for. Today we have solutions for
everybody regardless of if the horses are inside 24/7 (lets hope not) or outside 24/7 (or anything
in between). This is a complete revolution and only masochists choose other solutions when
they have seen ours.
We would like all this to become common knowledge and we would like to start with you. We
want you to attend one of our clinics where we will not only tell how things work; we will also
explain why it works that way, what you can do about it and why that works. To us "the why" is
extremely important. We want you to understand not only accept.
To get the hoof knowledge we have studied existing techniques, dissected more than thousand
hooves and compared them with each other and with hooves on living horses, feral and
domesticated. We have taken this knowledge and applied it to hoof care of thousands of horses
of all breeds, sizes and ages, sick and sound. To get even more knowledge we educated a group
of 26 European hoof care specialists and collected even their experiences. Now we have used
four years to try to prove our selves wrong but instead landed in a firm belief that our model of
explanation works on at least 99% of all horses.
The two major features with our model are firstly that it works and secondly that it is extremely
easy to perform. To be completely honest, it is remarkably easier than the traditional methods
and all other methods we have found to compare with and it is easier both to teach and to learn.
We have proven that by teaching over 800 Swedish horse owners to do a magnificent job
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maintaining their horse's hooves them selves.
Sadly enough there are still traditionalists that say that this is too good to be true but none from
that group has attended our education. Both farriers and veterinarians that have attended our
education are astonished and most farriers that have attended the education have stopped nailing
on metal shoes and are now recommending hoof boot as protection when needed.
It is hard to keep doing the thing when you understand what it does to the horse.

We need your help.
We are well known in Sweden and horse owners contact us all the time and want us to come and
give a clinic in their area but here in US we are still unknown and to be able to give a clinic in
your area we need your help.
We need help finding a good venue that seats about 50 people and is good for a slide show
presentation and we need help spreading the word in your surroundings.
Naturally we pick up the bill and naturally you attend the clinic for free.
Please, help us help you help your horse.
Our clinics create awareness and understanding. They are just as good for horse owners without
any prior experience in the field as they are for continuing education of veterinarians and
veteran farriers that wants to keep up with where contemporary horse keeping is heading. We
will answer lots of traditionally un answered questions and solve lots of traditional mysteries.
We don’t lower our selves to bickering and blame. We will explain why certain things work and
why other thing don’t work. Every thing we say is based on research, proven by experience and
clarified by photographs or video sequences. We make traditionally complex things easy to
understand. We will leave you with only one big question and that is why this is not common
knowledge.
Experience shows that our clinics create a revolution for the wellness of the horse by making it
easier for the horse owner.
-We will have you understand why you should not give your horse two, three or even four
servings of hay each day and we will give you a solution to the problem that is so easy that only
a masochist would choose not to comply.
What makes the Swedish Hoof School clinics so special?
- We don’t only tell you how it is, we also explain why it is like that and we keep explaining
until everybody has understood. It is important to us that you not only accept but also
understand.
What you can do to be sure not to miss a clinic date.
1.
Host a clinic your self.
2.
Keep track of our website.
3.
Send us an email and we will try to remind you when your neighbour is hosting a clinic.
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